
1) Loeure:
another equivalence inin space conjecture

Y is BSF (bothsymplectically fillable)

meaning 4 and - I have strongly
symplecticallyfillable contact structures
land as planefields homotopic)

eg Poincarehomology sphere I
I

strongly fillable
-I not even have tight

tion:use Heegaard Floor contactelts
to prove notIspace?

Probablyknown for SFS (Lusia-Mati?)
next:try graph mefd



S2) are there primeH53 L-paces
other then 3 and IPHS

what aboutL-space injecturefor EAs"?

for EASY: CTF =LO

IEuler class obstr vanishes)

3)a) toroidalgluingcondition
0 = closure of setof slopes a*

is a-detected ifDehn fillin
I

along a has a

* = L0,CTF, NLS

Y =Y,uT, always an interval
NLS

Y has -it isdetectedon bothsides
known for A =NLS



true for *=LO, LTF for graph mtds

b) sayliterallyanythingaboutthisfor gears 2
gloings Y=Y, UYz

Question:4=Y, UE, genus 2-hardly body NLS
=>Y =Y,UYz N2S

c) analog ofafor I fillings?
say anything

4) note4 =Y, Ui2 S'xD"not space
then T, Ui2Y not- space

If L- space injecture true getE



(snice degree one. Was YUtrt at Yus'xDH

5) Is every 4AS3, Qhomology cobordant to
an L-space?
14. Y are Q-homologycobordantif

I smoothWYst.
1) 2w =- Y,HYz

2) 7x:H(Y;ja) -HalW;a))

· not true for E, EAEhomologylobordism
· Probably false?

6) Ribbon cobord:.YQHS3

can you add ingen, ret
to it, (i) to make L0?



I (2,3,11) potentialcounter example
2) I Y L0 st no representations
-

to Homeo, S
22. didn'tcome from liftingaction
on S

would imply strategyITF = LO
wouldn'twork all the time

Hope answer No!

Ifinitely presented 6 with thisproperty

8) is so Ihomologycobordant to 3 lut
for a l-space knot?

recall:Tisan L-space knotit sit
isL-space for some



9) I? hyperbolic withCTF but has no
co-orient foliation st. assol universal
circle action lifts to an action on IR

10) Which properties of the LO comingfrom CTF

have in HYT;E)?
are theytrivialor not inHounded?
"Secret LO's "

11) KL- space knot are fibered

L-space link

(Ln-rparts, JK, ... kn st.
Se (2) L-space

"pni)



don'thave to be fibered butare complements
always fibered. (Agol, chainmail links)

12) Knot K with borderable it,
=>K isnotan L-space knot

Guestion:S?(K) LO?

how to use Bo to produce-

10 surgery?
13)

↑(Weeks mifd) notCO

tion:I other examples?
14) Is every knotconcordant to one with

biorderable it?



I B0 knots that are slice,
infinite orden, ...


